
It has been a frustrating start to the new year with the Elite Filters giving up 6.2% on New Years Day and 2.6% on Saturday. 
We came from minus 12.2% early in December yet made an acceptable profit for the month so no drama, just the normal 
losing-day irritation, frustration, exasperation…. 
  
As I noted on the raceday messages on both days (when explaining no Larry’s Best), there were clear and present dangers 
to our top raters -  unfortunately they were the winners in most cases. 
  
A couple of those were 20/1 winners. 
Maliseet won @ $21 and El Don @ $19. Both in the top three rated and both set up massive multi collects for the Exacta, 
Trifecta and F4 punters. ($17k and $7.8k F4’s) 
  
We have got a lot of big ones in recent months and it is good to see some value returning to that form of betting.  
When one of the obvious chances win, the dividends are way unders but if they miss out the dividends are greater than 
would normally be expected. A lot of those big-odds winners are no surprise to us. 
 
We include the ALL-Rated list with multi instructions on every raceday message. 
The Multi-Pro is where the best long-term returns are (12-15 runners) but the basic Elite Pro-Multi can be applied to any 
rated race. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
3x9x9x12 is time-proven to be much, much more 
effective than boxing a number of runners and 
hoping to get all four in that box-set. 
It is up to each individual to cull or add to the 
3x9…. Recommendation. Say 3x6x8x10 or maybe 
2x7x9x11, it’s your call. 
  
We haven’t kept results of the multis for a number 
of years so can’t give any definitive answers as to 
current strike rates and profits but it would take a 
lot of losers to use up the $24k first four collects 
from Flemington on NY Day especially after a run 
of big ones before Christmas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
  



Elite Money Trail Melbourne 
  
I know some members would have sacked the Money Trail as a viable betting option after its inauspicious start 
during the spring carnival. If you hadn’t been following these bets on Facebook over the past three years you would 
probably have said “what the hell is this”! 
  
Well since the carnival we have been producing profits and I for one am a real believer that they can add so much 
value to an Elite punter’s portfolio. 
  
A lot of members are always looking for very high strike-rate selections so they can confidently apply parlay or all-up 
bets without many serious runs on outs. 
  
60% Winners and 60% net Profit 
 
What if I said that, within the Money Trail, there is pure gold where each bet has a 2/1 ON chance of winning yet 
averages 6/4? 
  
Yes, there are easily-definable qualifiers that are winning nearly 66% of the time yet are averaging $2.50. 
They are PLACING at better-than 80% @ $1.43 average place div. 
  
Just FOUR rules need to be applied to the Money Trail qualifiers: 
   

• AM Odds must be less than $3.00 
• Must not be “High-Risk” as listed in the Master Data Mel spreadsheet 
• Must carry 60kg or less 
• City Races only. 

  
 Here is a printout of these qualifiers for 2017 to now. Money-Trail-MEL Absolute Best for All-Ups pdf 
 
Below is a snippet showing 2019 alone. 
  
We starting providing the Money Trail qualifiers to all Elite members for a trial period from October 1st 2019. The 
free trial is still ongoing. 
  
Here are the Melbourne pre-live statistics (2017 to Sept 2019) for the high strike-rate concept v’s Live from Oct 1st 
2019. 
(As previously explained, Sydney Money-Trail is still being evaluated because we do not have any real-time Facebook 
data going back pre-live). 
   

MEL Jan 2017 to Sept 30th 2019 LIVE:  MEL October 1st 2019 to now 

103 bets 
66 Won 
64.1% strike-rate 
Ave Odds: $2.492 
Lev Bet $100: $10,300 
Lev Return:     $16,448 
Profit:              $6,148 
Profit%:           59.7% 
 
PLACED:    84 
81.6% Place Strike Rate 
Ave Place Div: $1.43 

9 bets 
5 Won 
55.6% strike-rate 
Ave Odds: $2.86 
Lev Bet $100: $900 
Lev Return:     $1,430 
Profit:              $ 530 
Profit%:           55.6% 
 
PLACED:    7 
77.8% Place Strike Rate 
Ave Place Div: $1.49 

https://eliteracing.us13.list-manage.com/track/click?u=e924ae7c266d205f3be6bd8c8&id=7ddde5b050&e=71b54f31e6


Place % Profit Level Stakes: +16.7% 
  

Place % Profit Level Stakes: +15.6% 
  

  
Most punters are programmed to bet the place only if you can get 4/1 or better. Most punters lose. 
Astute punters know the value of betting the place on high strike rate selections that are much shorter, I agree with 
Don Scott on that one. 
  
  
This is a snippet from the pdf results list showing the 2019 qualifiers. (Note: the totals include all bets 2017-2019) 
Have a look at the runs of winners and runs of placegetters! 
  
 



 



  
Note: All the data used here was easily sourced from the Master data Mel spreadsheet that every member has 
access to. 
 
Any parlay punter will see the opportunity that has presented itself here. 
 
I will work on this and study all-up wins (doubles, maybe trebles) and all-up place betting (maybe trebles, quads). 
 
I am positive that a simple straight-out bet plus a win double and place treble regime will be extraordinarily profitable. 
After all, you will be betting on Elite Rated horses that are favourite and have the “right money” seal of approval. 
  
More to come… 
 
Regards 
 
Larry 
 


